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Jiahn-Haur Liao,† Yu-Ching Lin,‡ Jowey Hsu,§ Alan Yueh-Luen Lee,{ Tse-An Chen,‡ Chun-Hua Hsu,k
Jiun-Ly Chir,† Kuo-Feng Hua,†† Tzu-Hua Wu,‡‡ Li-Jenn Hong,§ Pei-Wen Yen,§ Arthur Chiou,§
and Shih-Hsiung Wu†. 2010. Binding and cleavage of E. coli HUb by the E. coli Lon protease. Biophys. J. 98:129–137.
†Institute of Biological Chemistry, Academia Sinica, Taipei 115, Taiwan; ‡Institute of Biochemical Sciences, National Taiwan University, Taipei,
Taiwan; §Institute of Biophotonics, National Yang-Ming University, Taipei, Taiwan; {Department of Biotechnology, Kaohsiung Medical
University, Kaohsiung, Taiwan; kDepartment of Agricultural Chemistry, National Taiwan University, Taipei, Taiwan; ††Institute of Biotechnology,
National Ilan University, Ilan, Taiwan; and ‡‡School of Pharmacy, College of Pharmacy, Taipei Medical University, Taipei, TaiwanThe incorrect institutions were listed for authors Jiahn-Haur Liao, Kuo-Feng Hua, Tzu-Hua Wu, Arthur Chiou, and
Shih-Hsiung Wu in the original publication. The affiliations have been corrected here and in the article online. In addition,
‘‘Republic of China’’ or ‘‘ROC’’ has been replaced with ‘‘Taiwan’’ in the affiliations and the Acknowledgments.
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